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                                                                             Wedding Contract

Wedding Date: __________________________________________________________________ 

Bride & Groom’s Name:___________________________________________________ 

Phone: _____________________________________________________________ 

Address:  ___________________________________________________________ 

Time Photography Session Starts: _______________________ Ends: ____________________ 

Total Number of Guests (approximately): ____________________________________ 

Total Number of Wedding Party Members including bride and groom:_______________ 

Wedding Ceremony Location & Time: 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Wedding Reception Location & Time: 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Other Photography Locations (ie parks/hotels we will visit that the day):  

__________________________________________________________________ 

                                          

                          Wedding Package and Services Included:  

1. 2 photographers 

2. 6 hours of coverage  

3. An online proof gallery where The Client can view/share/order prints, digital copies, and mer-

chandise. 

4. A usb flash drive presented in a decorative box containing high resolution digital copies of every 

edited image. 
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Reservation: Upon your signature, LaRoche Photography will reserve the time and date agreed upon, 

and will not make other reservations for that time and date. For this reason, a Reservation Deposit of  

$300 is due at the time of signing the contract. The Reservation Deposit is NON-REFUNDABLE, 

even if the date is changed or the wedding is canceled for any reason. The Reservation Deposit is applied 

towards the contracted wedding photography package. In the event that The Client cancels the contracted 

services for the wedding photography outlined in this contract before the wedding ceremony takes place, 

the deposit will be forfeit. The Client understands and agrees that the remaining amount owed for 

the wedding photography package described in the contract is due ONE WEEK BEFORE the 

date of the wedding.  

Penalty Fees & Charges: There is a $100 late payment fee for any payments that are not post-

marked or delivered to LaRoche Photography by the required date. Photographs will not be released to 

THE CLIENT until the full balance agreed upon is paid.  

Entire Agreement: This agreement contains the entire understanding between LaRoche Photography 

and The Client. The only way to amend this agreement is to do so in writing, and providing that the 

amending document is signed by all relevant parties. Verbal contracts to are not permitted.  

Event Guide: The Client will be responsible for (or have a specific individual designated to) identifying 

people and objects of whom / which specific photographs are desired.  Neither LaRoche Photography nor 

any individual working for LaRoche Photography will be held accountable for not photographing desired 

people if no one is available to assist in identifying or gathering individuals to be photographed. **Please 

provide a list of photographs that you would like captured throughout the  day and who 

you would like to be in them.**  

Digital Negatives, Prints and Copyrights: All photographs, digital negatives or prints produced by 

LaRoche Photography are owned and protected by Copyright Law (all rights reserved) and may not be 

reproduced in any manner without the explicit written consent of LaRoche Photography. 
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Completion Schedule: Every image is individually edited personally by Kirstin LaRoche. There is abso-

lutely no batch editing done. Because of this, please allow 10 to 12 weeks from the date of the event for 

the editing process to be complete and the online proof gallery to be made available.  

Non-Guarantee: Although every possible care will be utilized to produce photographs of all important 

and special events during the wedding, LaRoche Photography cannot place an unconditional guarantee on 

the above.   

*LaRoche Photography will not be held liable for any photographs ruined due to but not limited to guests’ 

flashes from cameras, cell phones, or tablets. 

*LaRoche Photography is not held responsible for photographs ruined due to obstructed view by guests 

with cameras, cell phones, or tablets. 

*LaRoche Photography is not responsible for loss of quality of photographs due to any restrictions/rules 

held by a church or any other venue including flash & location restrictions.  

*LaRoche Photography is not responsible for any photographs that are not taken due to time restrictions 

throughout the day.  

*LaRoche Photography is not held responsible for any photographs not taken of family or guests if a list of 

desired photographs is not given to either photographer.  

Public View Consent: The Client gives permission to LaRoche Photography to allow the public to view 

their photographs through either an online gallery on the LaRoche Photography website or through any 

other portfolio or advertisement.  

*Would you like your online proof gallery password protected?               Yes                    No 
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Base Fee Agreed Upon (15% discount for Jan special)    $_____1,900____ 

Deposit                                                                                                    $____-300______ 

Additional time ($150 per hour)                                                   $_____________ 

Remaining Balance due ONE WEEK before wedding           $_____________ 

*Payments can be made via cash, check or card. There is a 2.9% transaction fee for any 

payments made via credit card (with the exception on the deposit). 

I have read and fully understand all terms stated above.  I herby agree to and will comply 
with all of the terms of this contract. 

Signed Name_____________________________________________________ 

          

Date of Contract ________/________/_______ 

Bride’s Email Address ____________________________________________ 
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